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THE PROBLEM
Develop optical 'environmental Ifactuors aff ecting naval
surve.illance, and counter -surveIllance require.meits and
systems,. More specifically, obtain polar environmental
data (1) for computing and predicting the optical detectability of targets, and (2) for basic geophysical researceh
studies.,

RESULTS
Optical and meteorologiceali data Were collected during
naval exercises in the Bering Sea during the winter of 1960.,
The data represent the fti-lest description of sea-Ievel
arctic optical conditions presently available. The informa-ion can be used
r the analysis and predi.ction of conditions influencing (1) visibility, :(2) photographic or photo
Surveilance, and (3) :equipment and personnel
electri

operations.

PLANS
The data will be used for continuing studies of sea
surface target backgrounds and for studies of remote

sensing by optical means of sea and ice conditions. The
data will also be coordinated with extensive ground level
Optical information presently being accumulated at Point
Barrow.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
The work was done under SF 003 02 03, Task 0533,

(NEL

6-4). by members of the Material Sciences Group.

'Thedata were gathered during the winter of 1960 and the
analysis was completed June 1962. The report was
approved for publication 18, December 19.62.
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INTRODUCTION
As: part of a continuing program of research into the
geo-optics of the polar naval environment, a serles, of
investigations was undertaken, and data collected during
naval fexercises in the Bering' Sea in the, winter of 1960.
The purposes of the studies were twofold, (1,.) to provide
inform-ation for the ,computation and prediction of the optical detectability of targets or 'environmental featuires of
military interest, arid ,(2)to provide data for basic geophysical research studies.
The information recorded, or extracted from recorded
data, includes horizontal i-iumimance, luminance distributions, goniophotometrie clurves for ,n,
ow and ice, anomalou s atmosph'erie refraction, photometrically calibrated,
aerial photographs of the winter Ber hg Sea surface, and
auroral activity. All the measurements were made from
stations on or n-ear the ice-breaker TJSS STATEN ISLAND.
(AGB 5), in.a general area extending from the straits of
Tnimak Pass to S. Lawrence Island,
For purposes of predi.cting surveillance conditions and
the detectability of targets, the most significant data col
le.cted consist of (1) the nearly continuous recording of
horizoftal (downwelling) ilu!miunance made ver the period
January 2 3 through February 23, (2),the series of about
130 photom etric photographs made of the sea surface from
one of the ship's helicopters; and (3) a series of luminance

distributions with the sun at zenith angles between 750 and
96.0 under both clear and overcast condition.

SCHEDULEL AND DESCRIPTION
OF EXPERIMENTS

The following photormetric quantities were measured
'or investigations and observations made.:
1. Complete 'surface, weather observations.
2.

Horiz Ontal-downwelling illuminance,

3.

Lufminan coe distributions,

4.

Photometrically Calibrated aeriaI photos 'offrozen

or partially ice-covered sea surface..
5. Observatiori of sunrise -suns et times f,.or study of
refraction anomialies.
6., Goniophotometric properties Of snow and ice,

In,
addition, the complAete and accurate ship"s tack for
the experimental period was, recorded for later correlation
of the recorded data and zone timi-es with true sun and moon,
positions. Figure 1 suimmarizes graphi ealy the pattern
and frequency of data colletion. The shaded bars indicate
the presence of some data Or observations for that date.
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The decision to indicate overcast or clear or both was
governed, to a large extent by conditions prevailing during
the data collection portion of the ,day,. exclusive of consideration, for the illuminance meter which ran more or les continuously.

Photometric quantities were oneasuted with devices
containing photocells corrected by means of filters! to the
standard ph.otopic :spectral response characteisti.e, An
exception was the aerial camera Which used an uncorrected
r plus-X emuis.:i-on and a visual comparison hand held photom
eter which, of course, gave readings referred to the
response of a specific human eye..

INSTRUMENTATION

Illuminance Photometer
A photometric system designed and c0nstructed at the
Laboratory gave a continuous recording of illutminance.
The system consisted of the following elements:
1. Two Lambert-surface (cosine) translucent collecting
heads, identical except that the daylight head contained a
neutral Wratten filter of about density 3.
2. The detector element, an RCA type 1P21 multiplier
phototube with an attached Wratten 106 filter for adjusting
the S-4 spectral response to standard photopic response.
3.. The heated and thermostatically controlled phototube housing in which temperature was maintained at +259C.
It, assured that the precise alignment of the electronic circuitry which had been made with the phototube at room
ambient temperature would be preserved under the normally
prevailing cold and inclement conditions of the experiment.
The heater, in fact, maintained the proper temperature and
in addition prevented condensation or deposition of moisture
inside the housing or on the optical head.
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4. The m ultiplier-phototu.be eircuit, of the constant
current circuit type which furnishes an output Voltage proportional t-o the. logarithm of the light incident on the photocathode. The dynamic range of the c0fircuit exceedod four
decades.
5. The recorder, a VarianGIlI type, having a paper
speed Of 15 inches per hour With the recording, span adjusted
o' give four decades of ilumInance for the 5-inch hundredunit paper width. The record,, easily read to 2 division,.
afforded a recording precision 'of '0. 02 decade or about 0, 05
of the iilutminance value recorded. This precision was
obtained, ,over'the range of more than iseven decades; spanned
by the two optical heads.
The illuminance photometer head was; instal led at a
level about 8 feet above the, forward p
-side edge, of the
flight deck. In this: position a total of 1 35 0square degrees
,of the sky is obStruted by ship"s structures and adjacoent
Objtects.

This total obs ruction, was deter-mined from .the

plariimetry of a panoramic

ht

taefo

h

pia

tosi-tn,
to
only
oanndl 6. 5 per cent- of the total
aounts
head
20, 600 square degrees eonstituting the s olid angle -of the
entire sky. If the weather is, ov-ecast or' the sun Vinbstructed by any of, the roted structures, it is estimated that
the readings Of the inistru-ment will be alfeced by less than
1 per cent. No readings were transcribed, from the re-

cordings corresponding to direct shadow.ig 'of the sun by
any artificial means:

Luminance Photometer (Small Field)
The luminance photom etOer with which the luminance
distribution measurement's,; were made has as: its: central
feature a very compalct, se.nsitiVe, yet wide-dynamic-range
photometer circuit operated on dry-cell batteries. ' (See
!list of reference:s at end of report.) Figure 2' Shows this
device being used, to measure s-ky luminance. The optical
and mechanical portion of the i.Strument. 0consists of the
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long light-baffle tube shown and the small tele;slcope contain-ing the objective lens, field lens,, apertue stops (5, 15,
30 minutes of arc),, and the RCA 1P21 multipier phototube.

The standard telescope tripod had altitude-azimuh, circles
f rom whiich the telescope position was read. Dujring -data
collection sessions these agle circles. Were oriented by
first leveling the azimuth circle by successive sightings of
the horizon with,the scope, setting thhe elevation circle to
'00 and then setting the 00 point of the azimuth circle, to the
position of the sun or, for overcast conditions, to geographical north.

Figure 2.

Using photometer to measure sky luminance.
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Camera
The photormetrically Calibrated phot'ographie negatlives ,
were made with a standard, K-20 haid-held aerial camera.,
c-inch
5O-exposlre roll film. The,
me ra use s 5
This ca.
special calibration technique did not requir e special handling of the, film in pro es'sing. 2 The rolls were proaessed
aboard the ship and inspeted as the work proceeded.

Other Equipment
In addition to the major devices, listed above,, some
data were collected with a hand-held Luckiesh-Taylor
viSual photoi-Mter.
All1 absolutoe photometrio calibrations were obtained
dutring the course of mea surementS with the aid of -alibrated light source having a transilituminated plque of luminance 92. 6 foot lamberts. * This source Was cheeked
stadard
against National Bureau of Standards photo et,
!amps over an extend ed period of time both before and
after the experiment.
detected.

No chan ges in luminahce were

METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Geographical Location and Time
Pre!iminary analysis of the luminance and illuminance
data required that a dietailed des,cription of the ship's position be prepared. It Was. elected to divide the geographical
*Calibrated brightness: source:
tion,, Hollywood, California.
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area involved into 30-minute blocks. These blocks are
commensurate with maximium p~osible, errors! in time
measurements, ship position records, and com,putationial
precision of the sun. and moon position,. All data collected
in a given blOck were assigned the, latitude and longitude
of the center 'of the 'block, All time notations on recorder
paper, logs, and data sheets were in local standard zone
time, These were :all later adjusted to (+11) zone time for
uniformity in computing.

Illuminance
From caibration records and other qualifying notes,
valid illuminance data were blocked out on recorder rolls.
These Wvere read at 10-minut e the
intervals With a special
logarithrhiscale rule, indexed for absolute calibration and
optical head selection (day or night)., These raw illun.inance data, the date-time, and ship's poitioI were entered
on IBM cards from which a set of processed data cards
wa s produced having the date-time, illuminanee, logilluminance, azimuth and zenith angles of the gun's position,
azimuth and zenith angles of the moon, and the phase of the
moon. The final set of data consisted of about 2000 cards
which were then studied by employing a card sorter and a
digital plotter.

Luminance
Sky luminance records required special handling to
account for the finite length of time required to collect the
information. The pattern of telescope motions which resulted in the shortest over-all measurement time consisted,
of :setting the telescope to zenith angle and quickly rotating
to each azimuth position. By duplicating the first azimuth
reading at the end of the turn and by reading the zenith at
the beginning and the end of each complete session, it was
possible to determine a time-skew to the luminance pattern.
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With the prevailing typicaly
zenih angles for
fhighthe sun,
the assumption of a simple linear relationtship between time
and log-lumintance enabled the readings, recorded as log
[ft-L. 1 to be correted by application of a ;simple linear
correction factor bavsed primarily .on the beginning and
ending .zenith luminance readings.
These corrected' readings were then, entered on IBM
cards, and a computer interpolation analysis madre t'o
determine the locaton of the selected luminance interval
values. In the case of the clear skies which covered, a
relatively large range :of luminance, an, interval of ,.20,
log-.cycle was selec ed, For overcast conditions, which
have a much smaller brightness range, the interval selected
was. 05, log-cycle. These intervals represent, respectively, '58, and 12 per cent luminance change per interval.
Since interpolations$were calculated between all
possible adjacen pairs of readings including dia-gonals, a
grOuping of points of a given luminance Was frequently
obtained and an effective smoothing of the data acco mplished
in drawing in the isolruminanee contours.,

Atmospheric Refraction
Values of atmospheric refraction were indirectly determined from a precise recording of the time of sunrise or

sunset and the concurrent position of the ship.
sin a. = sin Tp sin. & + cos cp cos

The equation

cos 7

where a is sun elevation, cp is latiltude, 6 is solar declination, and n is the solar hour angle, was used to, compute
the actual position of the sun. in each calculation normal
refraction, angle-of-dip for the bridge observing position,
and surface temperature-presslure corrections were made.,
The residue, if any, was called the :"anomalous! ' refraction.

8,

Except for s:urface. temperature aind piessure,, the
above calculations are based on a theoretical m.,odel atmos,'
t zenith angle,
phere giving a refraction of '34 minutes at 9Q0
Data on,the, vertical at mospheric profile were nLot available
for the exact times or for the ship' s positions, but radio sionde data are available routinely from Nome, the nearest
weather station. These data were analyzed for optical
refraction, by the technique of Weisbrod and A,,ndeIZson. 3
This nomographic- method, developed for radio propagation
predictions, is remarkably effective andsimple idicting optical refractioi as Well, "One use's the ,equations
as: given but neglects the terms involving, the electron, density which have no consequence at optical wavelengths'.

Optical Properties of Snow and Ice
Field instrument limitations imposed certain accuracy
restrictions on the collection of goniophotometric curves of
the snow and ice surfaces. Ideally one would prefer to have
a fresh sample of the surface for photometric examination
at all angles of incidence,. for varius angles of illumination by a narrow collimated source, and with wavelength as,
a variable as well.
With only the tripod-mounted smajlfield photometer
available, it was necessary to select a very large undisturbed
and uniform snow surface for measurement. The point of
location of the photometer was approached from a crosssun direction and measurements of luminance made along
a path from horizon-to-horizon aligned with the azimuth of
the sun and from horizon - to-nadir in the direction 900 to
the azimuth of the sun, This technique is based upon the
assumption that all points along the paths had identical
optical properties:.,
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Photographic Photometry
Photographs were analyzed by a method described
eartier by the autor. 2 Basically this method presents
several advantages over the standard sensitometric methods
normally employed in such photometry.
A six-step grey
s cale is employed and a set of exposures of this scale is.
made With two to three stop differences, in successive
exposures
This gives density steps, on the several
exposures covering a film exposure range of about 500 to
1, When these densitIes are plotted as ordinates against
a log-reflectance scale, a.s t of vertically separated curves
results, An emprically determined factor of the abscissa
values is introduced to all but one of the curvels by sliding
the curves horizontally until a best smooth fit is obtained4
The resulting curve is the luminance transfer funetion fOr

the film-lens-c.amera body combination and, if care is
used, accounts for lens, and camera body scattering not
normally accounted for in ordi-nary sensitometry.
advantages are that Special protssing equipment,

The
sensi-

tometric facilities, or other devices exCept for-the painted
grey scale are not required in the field . Pictures can be
processed immediately and inspected before the opportunity
for additional pictures has passed. And, of course, the
total contrast transfer function for syStem is obtained
directly and simply,.

RISULTS
Illuminance - Day
The illuminance data must be dealt with in two parts.,

for day and for night. About 75 per cent of the illuminance
measurements show an overriding influence of the sun' s
presence and are considered daytime data.
Figure 3 is a comprehensive plot of all these suninfluenced illuminance data. Shown superimposed is
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Brown's average clear day illumination curve for these
Sun-zenith angles,.
f the weather pattern is noted from
figure 1 and the samples of daily curves shown in figures
27 and 28 (pages 30 ' and 31 )"are noted for their generally
smooth shape, the obvious, conclusion is that the variation
in, illuminance at a given sun-zenith posi ion is a function
of cloud cover.. The upper bound of the data should then
represent illuminatio for a clear Winter environment and
the lower bound, that, for totally overcast. conditions,

Night Illuminance and' Aurora
Figure 4 sho s the illuminance curves produced from
four nightS covering a 5-day period near the tin e of the

full moon. Practically no data were collected at times of
no moon influence, and, the sensitivity lmrit of the equipment itself was imposed at about O ft-candles. FOr
each of the curves plotted the moon phase is noted., The
difference in the right asicensions of the sun and M-ohn is,
taken as the definition of phase in this study. For each
night are noted the cloud cover and weather- condition.
Two evident features of these curves are:
1. Excessive variability of the data points for 2/13-14
and 2/14-15.
2.
The decidedly anomalous values shown for the
evening of 2/14 and the similar but smaller indication
shown for the mornings of 2/14 and 2/15,
Unfortunately the variability characterized by the
data of 2/10-12 is a limitation caused by precision limits
of the recorder photometer system and not by any real
variation in the illuminance. That shown for 2/1 3- 15,
however, can certainly be attributed to the broken overcast
conditions in the first instance and the snow storm in the

second case,
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During the expeitients, the investigator,8s and the rnern
of the bridge wratch, kept alert f or autro.traI oc'currences for
d-recot cor-re Ilation, With, photometer records. None Were
Such obserobserved 'dur ng the period of data collectin
vations Were, possible, only du±'ing clear conddtion8. Extract ing the occurrence-of aurora from the records themselves,
rdictinongh
seemed a distinct possibility, sinc th
illuminanice values, Is relatively straightforward and simnple.
The anomnalous, high values: noted above are the onlY suspect data found f rom a careful search of ll the recordls..
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One catn ceoncilude that at least on the evening, of 2114 the re
was an occurreioe which increased the illuminance by a
factor of about ten over the normal condition or to about
the amout of light of a full moon high i the sky., It seems
reasonable that this. increase could only have been caused
by an aurora.

Figure 4 alsoe indicatels as dashed curves the average
twilight solar effect and pos:sible ,extrapolations of three of
urves based on indications shown by the,
the moonlight ic
curve Qof 2/13-114.

Luminance Distributions
Table 1 lists every

meas Uement.

(ocasion
of lumnance distribution

These mxeasuremets cover the available

codit.i ons of cloud cover fro
'lear to he avy overcast and
a sample of sun ze 1t ang1es to the low level limits of the
photometer, Conurreitly note.d in the table are values of
illuminance read from the records of the illuminance photometer at the mid--session time for each sky measurement.
It should -e lotee.d that the vales given on the isoluminaince lines in figures 5 through 25 are the logarithms of
luminance measured in foot-lambert.
The intervals
selected for clear skies and for overcast skys are different,
being 0. 2'unit for the former and 0. 05 for the latter. On
sky No. 11 it was: recorded that a "'white-out"" condition
seemed to exist and yet the measurements shobwed a relaively higbiy structured brightness pattern. In all cases
the air was relatively clear and good horizontal visibility
prevailed.
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TABLE: 1. SKY LUMINANCE DIS TRIBUTIONS. NOTINGENERAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, DATE-TIMES,
AND SIMULTANEOUSLY RECORDED ILLUMINANCESi
BERING SEA,, WITERA 1960.

No..

Date

Tithe

Sun,
Zenith,(

I1I-ln ,an~c
ftc)
(

1

28 Jan

I211

1.2

1100

2

5 Feb

1045

81. 5

550

3

6 Feb

0182 9,

91. 5

11

Overc'ast

4

6, Feb

0917

88.3'

160

Overast

5

6, Feb

1203

78.:5

8,90

Over,cast

6

6 Feb

1330

79.0

715

Overcast

7

7 Feb

0943

84. 8

340

Overcast

8

7 Feb

1108

79. 5

720

Overcast,

9

7 Ieb

1426

80. 9

926

Clear

10

9 Feb

1425

80.2

'520

Clear

11

9 Feb

1643

91o 1

24

12

9Feb

1657

92.5

13

11 Feb

1226

75.5

1710

Clear

14

1 11 Feb

1650

90.. 7

16

Clear

15

11 Feb

1705

92.4

3.7

Clear

16

11 Feb

1719

94.0

0:.49

Clear

17

11 Feb

1734

95.5

0.055

Clear

18

22 Feb

0904

9,0.6

34.6

Clear

19

22 Feb

0916

89,.2

462

Clear

20

22 Feb

0936

87.1

830

Clear
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22 Feb

0956

85.0

12610.
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Atmospheric Refraction
The measurements of atmospheric refraction which
were made by recording exact times of sunset and sunrise
on several occasions are presented in table 2. Figure 26
shows schematically the relationship of the various quantities listed in the table and illustrates the method by which
the refractions were determined from the calculated astronomical position of the center of the solar disc for the time

of observation.
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TABLE 2, TOTAL ATMOSPHERIC
OPTICAL REFRACTION.,
(a)

Date

29 Jan (

-15.06

30 Jan (S)

-83.8

1 Feb .()

-59. 0,

2 Feb '(R)

(b)

(c)t

(d)

-69

-43.2

84.1

437

-6. 9

-2.8

61.7

71i.

____

. 6

+1. 7

36, 9

T8*5,.9

-92. 7

-4.6

-32.0

70. 6

1 32., 5

2 Feb(S)

-66.3

5 7

- 4.5

44.2

86. 5

3 Feb (S)

-63 6

-6.9

-0.6

41, 5

32.9

10 Feb (S')

-66. 4

-6i9

--3. 4

44i.3

41.2

11 Feb '(R)

-79. 5

-6.9

57.4

40.8

11 Feb (S)

69.5

-6.9

- 6.i:5

47.4

42.7

14 Feb ()

-71, 2

-5,, 7

-91.4

49. 1

19 Feb (R)

J1 -93i 2

-4, 6

32. 3

70.i 9

37.5

22 Feb (R)

-89.0

-2.8

46.9

35.0

(a)

-16,5

1-10.

1

i 101.68

Observed s0lar elevation calculated from time and ship' s
position.

(b) Surface te mperature-pressure correction term added to
observed elevation to obtain actual elevation.
(c)

Anomalous refraction obtained by subtracting [(b) +.(-6.I
angle of dip) + (-16. 0 min. for solar semidiameter) + (-34. .0
min. for standard atmosphere)]. from (a).

(d) Observed refraction = negative of [-34. 0 for standard
atmosphere + (b)+ (c)].
(e)

Radio's:onde computed refraction

*

All values in minutes of arc.
Negative sign indicates additional, unaccounted for,

refraction.
(S) Sunset,, (R) Sunrise.
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The question of unpredictable optical refractions at
very low afnigtdlar altitudes. has. long been of interest in the
,on.struction or cOrrectiO Of
0astronomical naviga:ion
tables. The variability of thes e refractions and the lack
of success in predicting them from tables has been ob-served by S-iley6 and others to, be grveatly enh-anced, in
the arctic regions. Fletcher 6 treated, this problem with
considerable thoroughness and conclude that present
tables should stand, until an improved model of the
at mosphere is obtained accounting for detailed tempera-ture structure and providing a simple means of i-ncuding
proper corrections in navigation tables. Strand7 reached
a similar conclusion from his careful observations at the
Dearborn Observatory. Since the inception of the discussions that have revolved around this point, there has
been the suggestion that aside from the implied navigational interest there may be significant effe:cts of this
added refraction on horizontal illuminance when the sun is
near the horizon. In verbal discussions at the 29th meeting
of the NRC
Armed Forces Vision Committee,
an opinion
was presented that these can amount to as much as a degree
or a sizeable fraction thereof and that the level of illumina-

tion near the pole can consequently vary substantially from
the predicted values for long periods ofI time.
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The two primary objectives of these observations were

to deterrmine if such refra-ctions. do. occur with any considerable frequency and to' sudy the effect of such occurrences on the horizontal illumi-nance.
'The obiservations Wege ,divided into two groups roughly

representative of large refraction and lfttleL or,no r.efraction. The iIlumination data for each,of the observation
times,were then, plotted according to,this, division as a
function of astronomi ,cal sun positionj The se pltotsi are
shown in figures 27 and 28, At first glance it s'eemed that
the large amount of scatter apparent in the figure 27 data
could be related to the anomalous refrac ion. T he data
were replotted, with a shift iti the location of the, illuminance
curve by an amount equal to the observed refraction. This
procedure gave no statistical indication ,ofany irelationship
between the illuminance and the refraction nor did it :significantly reduce the scatter in the mea sured lluminance
data.
It seem ed, desirable also to try and calculate aS
exactly as possible the, actual refraction for the times of
.observation,. TheL t os t nearly apropriate data that can
be found are the radiosonde data of Nome, Alaska, publ
lished by the U. S. Weather Bureau.
This, inf ormation
is available for only two times each day, and the location
is sufficiently different that very little correlation at the
lowest elevations could be expected. The method of
Weisbrod and Anderson3 was used to compute actual
optical refractions of the entire atmmosphere for the case
of sun elevation equal to zero degree. These com putations
are listed in the last column of table 2. ACceptance of the
hypothesis of zero correlation, at the . 99 confidence level
between the observed and, calculated values shows. that the
prediction technique is not adequate to explain the observed
refractions. Since the refraction cannot be predicted from
radiosonde nor any observed relationship to illumination be
demonstrated, it is reasonable to conclude that anomalous
refraction is, a purely local phenomenon. Typically many
unusual and often spectaCular optical phenomena. occur in
the arctic regions, Excepting the aurora, these nearly all
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*o~i~iatein the lowest layera Of the atmosphere and often
invore tethperature itnversions in the lowest few mneters.
Aftomnalous refractioni for 'either, large oar snmall zeniith
angls
crtaily an c cur attese lowes leel an cLan
interfere with navigation, but it cannot to ainy mneasurable
extent affect illu minationi of theL s.urfae ialuminancee of
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surfaces measured. The hard wind-packed snow surfa cesl
,exhibit the eected spedular property at large angles of
incidence ne.ar the Peflected solar point.

Futre

easure -

ments of these functions should include smaller incident
angles of illumination and, indeed, a wider range of inci
dent angles for the illuminating source. It would then be
possible to characterize fully the variation in optical

properties expected as a function of the variation in the
physical structure of the surface.

Middleton and Mungall's

study of snow surfaces, in Canadaa h as to date provided the
only reliable means for pred-cting the appearance of various
types of -snow sirfaces as a function of angle of view and
angle of illumination., 0
Two factors, which have confounded the measurements
presented here are: (1) the ergodic assumption that the
geometrical properties of the surface scanned by the photometer are invariant with position along the line of scan isprobably incorrect,, and (2) the level and conditions of
illumination are not sensibly invariant during the time
required for recording the measurements.
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Photographs
.Figures 32 through 36 are exampes of the 134 calibrated photographs: obtained, Relative brightness relationships
are availabie in each, of the photographs from si8mple microdensitometry of the nega tives. Studie-s of the goniophotomet-ric functions: for sniow and ice surfaces, floe size distributionss. and pressure rid"ge formation' and its influence

ST

$m
77

Figure 32.

Photograph of sea-ice
surface, shrowing effect
geometric structure
of a.pearance. Grazing angle, l2arge
scale, close piew.
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of

'on optical parameters Usifig these pictures and other data

are stilI underway and, will be reported at a later date,
Figures 32 and 33 are examples of the same surface at

very diffeext sceale ,and, angle of view. The changing
appearance and integrated luminance of flat Areas and, of
shadowing by ridges and the nature of the smxall-scale
detail effects are apparent in comparing these two examples.

di7tant

M

W

T35

u.~ure
:s
g'eoe-$re

o.

ap~pea

np

thma
Higha2e,

two

X

e

,Figure 33.
Photograph of sea-ice surface, showing, effect of
geometric structure
on appearance. High angle, sma~ll scale,
distant
view.
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Figure 34 is an example of the loose pack nfear the edge of
the iee pack. The characteristic polygonal shape of floes
and the distribution of sizes are apparent. Figure :3,5
depicts a typitcal lead and also intclud'es good examples- Of
darker new ice forming in the open- Water as well as rela
tIvely snow-free refrozen leads. The various conditions
and past history of sea ice can be easily interpreted visually from p,ictures such as these, but it iS the aim of the
further studies mentioned above to develop more precise
means of interpretation.

Figure

3k6

34d.

Caract.ertic

floe

forms, of loose

ice pack.

The imiportnce of micro and macro geomefrical surface profile on, the goniophotometric reflecta ce functions
is .graphically shown. by figure 3f6., 'The ":oily appearance
of the surfaloe of the sea ln this photograph has been described as imtpaiting a model or miniature effect to the

sceie.

This des ription is easily understandable on the

basis of the physical state of the water in the vicinity ,of
the ship., The water here at the edge of the pack contained

A

0

Figure

35.

A

typical

lead.o
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FPigure 36.

Of sea

Fffect

of

fine

mushy

ice

on appearance

su rf ace.

a flo-ating layer of fine mushy ice that effe ctively damps
out all the sm all wavelets which are ubiquitous in normal
,seas and which profoundly affect the ref!ectance of ligh
from localized sources.
ance to the sea.

These impart the normal appear-

It is not possible, of course, to completely determine
a goniophotometric reflectance profile from a single p:oint
of view; but many pictures, carefully calibrated, and
taken at a variety of angles of the same general area will
produce in future studies such profiles. In conjunction
with these pictures, photoelectric equipment now being
designed and constru ted will provide statstical, spatial
power spectra, and polarization data.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS
The informatlion given represents the fullest description
of sea-level optical condition,s presently available 'on the
arctic winter naval environment. It provides limited basic
data required to predict conlditions, influencing visibility,
photographic or photoelectric surveillance of an important
naval operating area, and- light and illumI nation intensity
affe-ting arctic personnel and equipment operations.
In particular, the photographs obtained will be used in
.eontinuig studies of sea surface target backgrounds and
in studies of remote sensing by optical means of sea and
ice, conditions. Futur'e studies will attempt to relate the
signaIs and pictures obtained from weather and other
satellites to these precise photometric description.,
The luminance distributions and the illuminance
.recod-s in -onj ntion With the photometric photographs
of the surface will permit calculated ptedictions tO be
obtained of the photoelectric, photographic, and visual
detectability of surface objects and targets. These data
can also serve as inputs in laboratory simulation experiments often required to analyze complicated detection
and recognition problems involving targets of complex
form and pattern.
These data are supplementary to a program of optical
studies underway at Point Barrow, Alaska. In particular,
the Barrow data do not include the photography although
they do include a much more comprehensive ground level
study than could be carried out aboard ship. By later
comparison with luminance distribution and illuminances
obtained aboard USS STATEN ISLAND, it is hoped that
the more extensive Barrow data can be related to the seaice surface studies. Additional sea, ice, terrain, and
cloud studies are being initiated to extend and develop -he
methods of remote optical sensing of the physical properties of natural surfaces and backgrounds.,
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A sig.ni fcant point revealed by the Suiaset- sunriSe

observations, is,
that the conjectured prolongation :of twilight
illumina ce by the, so-called, arctic anomalous refraction
seemn'S not to be tenable in light of indicationg of the datat
on, illum-inance obtained and the m,easurements of refraction.
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